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REVIEWS
Acts ofthe Holy Spirit, by C. Peter
Wagner. Ventura, CA: Regal Books,
2000. 556pp. ISBN 0-8307-2041-3.
Reviewed by Robert Ellis, Director of
Library Services, The King's College,
New York, New York.

Wagner is not a professional bible
scholar, but he is a recognized authority
in the field of church growth and
spiritual warfare. His experience
includes sixteen years as a missionary
to Bolivia followed by several years on
the faculty of Fuller Seminary's School
of World Mission. He also co founded
the World Prayer Center in Colorado.
Wagner believes the book of Acts is
a God's training manual for today's
Christians, enabling us to apply eternal
truths to contemporary mission work. I
appreciated his conciliatory tone
regarding some controversial areas.
I liked all of the features of
Wagner's commentary - an extensive
subject index, reflective questions and
bibliographic notes at the end of each
chapter, and scriptures highlighted in
bold.
I heartily endorse this book for all
libraries - personal, church, college and
seminary. Acts of the Holy Spirit w ill
not only help us to study the Bible, but
also to live it.
A Visit to Vanity Fair: Moral Essays
on the Present Age, by Alan Jacobs.
Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos Press, 2001.
173 pp. $18.99. ISBN 1-58743-014-2.
Reviewed by Melissa Moore, Reference
Librarian and Team Leader for Public
Services, Union University, Jackson, TN

Oh, Alan Jacobs, where have you
been?
Actually, Mr. Jacobs has been in
lots of important places. He is a
professor of English at Wheaton
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College, and his commentaries on
culture and literature show up in many
venues, including First Things, the
Weekly Standard, and Books & Culture.
He is also a frequent guest of Ken
Myers on the Mars Hill Audio Journal.
And Mr. Jacobs has done writers
and readers everywhere a great service,
by breathing new life into the art form
of the moral essay. His introduction
gives an historical framework to his
attempt, positing that the essay "can
become the ideal vehicle for moral
reflection in a postfoundationalist age"
(23). The fourteen essays that follow
his introductory remarks prove it.
In one essay, the author explores
why television viewers are so attracted
to the predatorial nature shows, where
one animal rips the jugular of another at
slow motion in front of a zoom lens.
Mr. Jacobs finds parallels to bear
baiting and cockfighting, and ponders
the fallenness of nature itself. In
another essay, he reflects on the death
of a dear friend and our human tendency to look for signs and wonders in
the most unlikely places. "Harry
Potter's Magic" presents a wellthought-out response to fundamentalist
criticism of the beloved (by Mr. Jacobs
and many intellectual Christians)
novels. The author will begin an essay
by talking about a specific book (The
Norton Book of Friendship, for
example, in the essay "Friendship and
Its Discontents") and in his ruminations, explores both the book and
greater questions of humanity, death,
and what it means to live well. For all
these topics- friendship, miracles,
death, reading, Bob Dylan- he brings
to bear a Christian perspective. There's
not a bad apple in the bunch, and many
bear repeated readings for the best
results.
So, thank you, Mr. Jacobs. We are
in your debt.

Authentic Spirituality: Moving Beyond
Mere Religion, by Barry L. Callen.
Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 2001. 272pp.
$18.99ISBN0-8010-2288-6
Reviewed by Barry W. Hamilton,
Theological Librarian, Northeastern
Seminary at Roberts Wesleyan College,
Rochester, New York.

Through this intensive study of
Christian spirituality, Callen (Anderson
University) encourages his readers to
pursue godly living "beyond mere
religion." Premised on the assumption
of a classical Christian consensus,
Callen draws from an eclectic mix of
Catholic, Orthodox, Reformation,
holiness-Pentecostal and other resources to sketch out the dimensions of
the higher Christian life. He organizes
much of his material around such
ecumenical resources as the Apostles'
Creed, the Christian Year, selected
biblical words, the Lord's Prayer, and
insights, drawn from specific traditions,
thus addressing a broad audience across
the Church. These resources provide
today's Christians with the means for
spiritual growth through deep roots in
the Church's literary tradition, including the Scriptures, theological works,
devotional literature, poetry and music.
The author demonstrates his sensitivity
to the postmodern context oftoday's
Church by organizing these materials
through experience-oriented chapter
divisions. Each chapter relates an
aspect of spiritual growth to the work of
the Holy Spirit, so that the reader is
drawn toward God's gracious work
through the Holy Spirit.
Discerning critics might take issue
with Callen's eclecticism and question
whether his resources can be so
smoothly juxtaposed. And his avoidance of classical evangelical preoccupation with ' instantaneous works versus
gradual growth in grace' could disap-
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point other readers. However, his
impressive variety of classical and
contemporary resources clearly
evidences an evangelical cosmopolitanism that extends far beyond provincial
concerns for theological identity and
denominational heritage. Indeed, Callen
provides postmodern evangelicalism
with an experience-oriented, Spiritenabled vision for Christian life in the
21" century.
Authentic Spirituality should be
particularly useful as a textbook in
Christian spirituality classes, as a smallgroup discipleship resource and as
devotional reading by motivated
Christians interested in spiritual
maturity Far from being simply an
academic resource, this book draws
readers toward spiritual reflection and
even provides discussion questions for
reflection at the end of each chapter.
Highly recommended for undergraduate
and graduate libraries.

The Many Faces of Christology, by
Tyron L. Inbody. Nashville, TN:
Abingdon, 2002. 256pp. $25.00. ISBN
0-687-03003-X (pbk).

Reviewed by Barry W Hamilton,
Theological Librarian, Northeastern
Seminary at Roberts Wesleyan College,
Rochester, New York.
In the publishing explosion of the
past two decades, few areas within
religious studies can surpass
Christology. At the heart of the labyrinthine variety of perspectives is Inbody's
question, "Who is Jesus Christ for us
today?" While most studies supply a
constructive proposal for this question,
Inbody (United Theological Seminary/
Dayton) provides a comprehensive
survey of numerous 'faces' of contemporary scholarshi p. His organizing
principle- the "Inbody principle of
christological construction"- revolves
around the believer's concern for
salvation. As he states on page 4 1,
"Christology proper is the interpretation
of Jesus and the significance and
meaning of Jesus for the faith and life
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of the believer."
Inbody affirms the contemporary
"quest for the historical Jesus" in the
context of his disdain fo r much of
today's "gnosticism' that divorces the
'Jesus of history' from the 'Christ of
faith,' while retaining his postmodern
epistemology that recognizes the key
ro le of perspective.
Perhaps Inbody's best contribution
is his sensitive discussion of religious
d iversity, especially regarding the issue
of salvation outside of Jesus Christ.
Carefully examining several major
position, (including 'exclusivism' and
' inclusivism'), Inbody proposes
'confessional pluralism-a clearly
postmodem proposal that emphasizes
the truthfulness of the Christian religion
"from a Christian point of view" (page
209) (Inbody's italics). Another
noteworthy contribution is his overview
of feminist contributions to Christology,
particularly the light he sheds on the
'Sophia controversy."
Evangelicals may be surprised, even
shocked, by Inbody's responses to the
problem of contemporary Christo logy.
Nevertheless, he has supplied an
invaluable survey of an unwieldy mass
of studies, and has sensitively responded to the painfu l questions of
theodicy as well as the challenging
issues of religious plural ism. Insightful
overviews of contemporary Christology
are scarce, and Inbody's contribution is
the best to date. Highly recommended
for libraries with significant theological
collections.

reference would be even more helpful.
I fou nd this encyclopedia to be
useful, but not as current as it should
be. A lthough it was publ ished in 2002,
most of its entries are 5-6 years old.
Sometimes changes occur which render
entries inaccurate and misleading.
Two examples illustrate how out of
date six years can be. In the entry for
the college where I work, "King's
College" (pg. 320), the encyclopedia
omits any discussion of recent good
news: how after closing in 1994, we
reopened in 1999, and held our first
graduation ceremony this past June.
Instead, the entry focused on our past
history, and the problems which caused
us to close our doors in 1994.
The second example is the entry for
my former church, "Worldwide Church
of God" (pg. 643). In one of the most
amazing stories in the history of the
modern church, this former "cult" bas
undergone a 180-degree change to
orthodoxy. Yet, the entry dwelt more
on Worldwide's controversial past,
rather than its present.
I wish the Encyclopedia ofEvangelicalism were more current with its
entries. That is why I can only cautiously recommend this encyclopedia.

W hen the Saints Go Marching Out!
Mobilizing the Church for Mission,
by Art Beals. Louisville, KY: Geneva

Press, 2001. 158pp. ISBN 0-664-50166-4.
Reviewed by Robert Ellis, Director of
Library Services, The King :S College,
New York, NY

Encyclopedia of Evangelicalism, by
Randall Balmer. Louisville, KY:
Westminster John Know Press, 2002.
654pp. ISBN 0-664-22409- 1.

Reviewed by Robert Ellis, Director of
Library Services, The King :S College,
New York, New York.
This encyclopedia seems to be
fairly comprehensive, with almost
3,000 entries. References are included
after each entry, with the publication
date in parentheses. A web page

This short book includes personal
anecdotes about the joy of recruiting
others to serve on the mission field.
Beals offers many helpful tips, covering
such topics as organizing a missions
conference (56-57), the elements of an
effective missionary training program
(63), keeping the home congregation
fully informed (85-86), and developing
structures for mission support (88-90).
This book could have been more
helpful if it included some forms and
checklists. The absence of an index
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made it difficult to locate desired
information.
I would recommend this resource as
a supplement those libraries which
collect on missions.
The Price of Faith: Exploring Our
Choice about Money and Wealth, by
Marie T. Cross. Louisville: Geneva
Press, 2002. $10.95. ISBN 0-664-50216-4

Reviewed by Ruth E. Martin, Director
ofLibrary Services, Christian Heritage
College, El Cajon, California.
The author is a Presbyterian
minister and taught at both Hanover
College and Louisville Presbyterian
Theological Seminary. Her goal for the
book is to introduce a biblical study on
faith and money so that through
structured group study one can "learn
different ways of putting beliefs about
faith and money into practice." (ix)
This title is divided into three parts:
1. An introduction about faith & money
and the challenge for the church; 2. Ten
foundational premises for study; and 3.
Ten session/lesson plans (with selected
pages appropriate for making copies).
The ten session plans are written to be
used primarily in one-hour time slots
and to insure full maximum benefit one
should structure each session so that
participants can actively engage in
discussion. I felt the arrangement
would have been more effective to list
each premise with accompanying lesson
plan rather than list separately in part 3.
Money is more than cash and can
indicate significance, value, personal
self-worth, or security. (4) "Faith and
Money" is a subject that church leaders
should share with their congregations.
Since how we use money both communicates and teaches those that are
watching us, our actions with money
speak louder than our verbal exchanges.
It is the believer's challenge then to
insure that one's faith, demonstrated in
life's day-to-day living, is grounded on
a biblical foundation.
This title is recommended for group
study in churches.
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I Don't Want Your Sex For Now, by
Miles McPherson. Minneapolis, MN:
Bethany House, 2001. 123pp.
ISBN 0-7642-2369-0.

Reviewed by Robert Ellis, Director of
Library Services, The Kings College,
New York, New York.
The main theme of this book is
sexual purity, certainly a relevant topic
in today's society. McPherson
unashamedly discusses any and all
sexual issues, from intimacy to lust,
from sexual diseases to unplanned
pregnancies and abortion. Humble
enough to admit his own past failings,
he offers hope to those wishing to
receive God's forgiveness and regain
their purity.
This insight, easy to read book is
divided into eleven very short chapters;
each chapter is only five to eight pages
long. The complete text of quoted bible
verses is italicized. McPherson includes
stimulating discussion questions at the
end of each chapter. One small suggestion would be to have clearer chapter
headings plus a topical index in the
back.
This is a wonderful book for
parents, teenagers and youth pastors.
Disciplines of Grace: From Spiritual
Routines to Spiritual Renewal, by
Terry Michael Moore. Downers Grove,
Illinois: InterVarsity Press, 2001.
191 pp. $ 12.00. ISBN 0-8308-2299-2.

Reviewed by Elizabeth Pearson,
Library Director, Montreat College,
Montreat, North Carolina.
In this book, T.M. Moore intends to
help people discover ways to break out
ofthe doldrums of routine many
Christian sometimes experience and
recover the practice of spiritual
disciplines. The way to renewal and
spiritual growth advocated in this book
is through revitalization of the disciplines of prayer, Scripture study,
worship, Sabbath keeping, meditation,
fasting, solitude, and other practices.

The author acknowledges that the
practice of these disciplines is not an
end in itself but an important means to
recovering an active sense of the
presence of God and ultimately to
experiencing Christian growth.
Disciplines of Grace is a practical
book, in which the author shares what
he has learned over the years, rather
than a theological study. References to
other books that address the subject indepth are included. Moore is the author
of seven books and is currently a writer
with Prison Fellowship, Reformed
Theological Seminary and Scripture
Union. He is a former president of
Chesapeake Theological Seminary in
Baltimore and former professor of
biblical languages.
This book is well-organized and
documented, drawing on the wisdom of
a wide range of Christian thinkers. The
author uses Scripture, personal experiences, Celtic Christian ideas, and
quotes from the works of Jonathan
Edwards and others to illustrate his
main points. Overall, readers will find
this a useful introduction to spiritual
disciplines; however, they may question
some of the practices the author
advocates.
In comparison to other books on the
topic, Disciplines of Grace does not
offer new insights or a unique perspective, but the subject matter and practical
approach will appeal to many readers.
The end-of-chapter study questions will
be helpful for individual or group use,
and the notes section will be useful for
those who want to investigate the topic
more thoroughly.
Thbingen Bible Atlas: Based on the
Thbingen Atlas of the Near and
Middle East, edited by Siegfried
Mittmann and Gotz Schmitt. Stuttgart:
Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 200 I. v. I:
29 maps (folded). v. 2: 96 p. map index.
ISBN 3-438-06022- l $150.00.

Reviewed by John Jaeger, Reference
Services Librarian, Union University,
Jackson, Tennessee.
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The Tubingen Bible Atlas is a
unique and valuable resource in that it
provides excellent maps of Palestine
and surrounding areas during biblical
times based on high quality research.
This new work draws upon the TAVO
project that, from 1969 to 1992, pulled
together specialists from 14 disciplines
and precisely established maps of
Palestine with historical accuracy. The
eventual plan was to publish many of
these maps in an affordable volume,
and the Tubingen Bible Atlas is the
realization of that plan.
There are two separate parts to the
atlas, one being the atlas itself and the
other being the index to the atlas. The
atlas is 1 I x I9 lh inches in size and is
comprised of 29 maps in color, each of
which fold out to approximately 28
inches in width. The atlas is written
both in German and in English, so there
is no language barrier to overcome.
Included in the atlas are maps from
every biblical era. Each specific map
shows p lace names from the ancient
time period, major archeological sites,
significant geographical elements, and
other helpful information. The careful
detail and the attractiveness of the maps
are what one notices in particular.
The index to the atlas is a handy
insert to the volume that one can pull
out from the inside front cover. It is 7
lh x 17 Y2 inches in size and provides, in
both German and in English, a large
number of historical places and place
names. There actually are two different
indexes included here, one of"Overview Maps" and one of "Maps of
Palestine and Sinai." Both of these
indexes lead the searcher to find
information on specific historical places
related to the maps.
College and university libraries with
strong programs in religious studies, as
well as seminary libraries, will want to
purchase this work. Bible college
libraries wi ll also want to seriously
consider purchasing it as well.

Flannery O'Connor: An Annotated
Reference Guide to Criticism. by R.
Neil Scott. Milledgevill, GA:
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Timberlane Books, 2002. I061 pp. ISBN
0-9715428-0-5.

Reviewed by Karl Martin, Professor of
Literature, Department of Literature,
Journalism, and Modern Languages,
Point Loma Nazarene University, San
Diego, California.
When she died in 1964, Flannery
O'Connor left behind two short novels
and approximately twenty beautifuJiy
crafted short stories. These works of
fiction, along with O'Connor's posthumously published letters and essays,
have generated an astounding amount
of scholarly comment. Now, students
and O'Connor scholars have available
to them a one-volume reference work to
guide them through the criticism
published through 2000.
R. Neil Scott is to be commended
for so carefully compiling an invaluable
resource. Flannery O'Connor: An
Annotated Reference Guide to Criticism indexes book length studies,
articles in journals, chapters in books,
Ph.D. dissertations, criticism written in
languages other than English, and M.A.
theses. This wi ll become, undoubtedly,
the single most important starting point
for readers who want to explore
O'Connor's work more fully. It is
comprehensive enough to aid the most
advanced scholars and doctoral
students, and it is easily accessible to
undergraduate students.
Scott has provided three indexes.
Information is organized by the author
of the study, names of critics mentioned
in the study, and subject. The extensive
indexes will allow students to find
information quickly about a single story
and will allow advanced scholars to
track the mention of various theorists
often employed by other O'Connor
scholars. The works of Mikhail
Bakhtin, for example, have been
employed in more than twenty studies
of O'Connor's works.
The volume should be especially
helpful to Christian colleges and
universities whose faculty regularly
teach O'Connor's works and whose

students often grow interested in
knowing more about her intriguing
fiction.

Leadership in the Library and
Information Science Professions:
Theory and Practice, Edited by Mark
D. Winston. New York: Haworth Press,
2002. 198 p., $44.95 ISBN 789014157

Reviewed by Deborah M Powell,
Cataloging Services Librarian, Old
Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia.
The Twenty-first century library is
faced with an emerging leadership crisis
stimulated by rapid change, retiring
library professionals, and a growing
need for vision. Why is there such a
focus on library leaders? Libraries in
the technological age continue to serve
as educational catalyst. With this in
mind, the is an realization of how
library leaders give "vision, meaning,
direction and focus to the organization." Library leaders " introduce new
ways to accomplish the traditional roles
of the institution." To preserve and
sustain library leadership it is imperative to actively devise methods for
sustaining this unique position.
Mark D. Winston, editor of Leadership in the Library and Information
Science Professions, describes the
library leader's role as one that is
"needed in terms of developing and
promoting vision, fostering support for
the organization's mission and priorities, and making difficult decisions in
ensuring the provision of information
services for a changing, diverse, and
increasingly technologically-savvy user
population."
Leadership in the Library and
Information Science Professions is a
superb collection of articles on library
leadership. Topics range from recognizing the library's leadership crisis to
recruiting and developing leadership
within the organization. This title is a
must for any library or Library Administrator interested in proactively
working toward recruiting and cultivating library leaders.
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Diversity Now: People, Collections,
and Services in Academic Libraries,
Edited by Teresa Y. Neely, KuangHwei (Janet) Lee-Smeltzer. New York:
Haworth Press, 2002. 308 p. $ 69.95
ISBN 789016966 (hbk.)

Who Will Be Saved? Defending the
Biblical Understanding of God,
Salvation, & Evangelism, edited by
Paul R. House and Gregory Thornbury.
Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2000. 240 pp.
$19.99. ISBN l-58 134- 143- 1.

Reviewed by Deborah M Powell,
Cataloging Services Librarian, Old
Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia.

Reviewed by John Aloisi, Assistant
Librarian, Detroit Baptist Theological
Seminary, Allen Park, Michigan.

Diversity is the very essence of
what makes a library collection and the
institution to which it is a part of rich.
The ability and willingness to embrace
diversity in the midst of uncertainty,
budget reductions, and rapid technological and workplace transition
provides exciting challenges and
opportunities for academic libraries.
Diversity Now: People, Collections
and Services in Academic Libraries
edited by Teresa Y. Neely and KuangHwei (Janet) Lee-Smelter is a storehouse of insightful wisdom and
practical information on the impact of
diversity in libraries.
Compiled into four sections
Diversity Now, concentrates on how
changing demographics cause library
collections to shift. Notably, "as the
overall population of the United States
continues to change in its ethnic
constitution, the nation's colleges and
universities are challenged to create
strategies that enhance access and
expand educational opportunities for an
increasingly diverse citizenry." The
ability to understand and incorporate
adaptive diversity methods is essential
to attaining a well-rounded and
accommodating library.
This title is a superb resource for
any library seeking to comprehend and
pursue a global approach to the
challenges and opportunities stimulated
by diversity. Teresa Y. Neely and
Kuang-Hwei (Janet) Lee-Smelter are
premiere visionary leaders on the topic
of diversity and in this superb collection of articles; libraries are invited to
proactively join in their vision as they
work toward preparing libraries for
diversity in the 21st Century.

With the exception of one chapter,
this volume is a compilation of articles
originally published in The Southern
Baptist Journal of Theology. Nevertheless, Paul House and Gregory
Thornbury have done us a great service
by assembling these essays between
two covers.
Who Will Be Saved? includes eleven
articles written by such scholars as Carl
Henry, AI Mohler, and Thorn Rainer.
These helpful essays are centered on
defending a biblical understanding of
God's sovereignty and goodness in
salvation. Several of the writers devote
considerable space to discussing the
errors of process theism, universalism,
pluralism, and similar departures from
orthodox theology.
The book is divided into three main
sections: "Who Saves?" "Who Will be
Saved?" and "How Shall the Lost Hear
the Gospel?" The frrst section focuses
on God's changelessness and eternal
self-existence. The second addresses
the exclusive nature of the Christian
faith. And the third section is primarily
an exhortation to be involved in
bringing the gospel to unbelievers.
Henry's discussion of the "cult of
the perennially new" is exceptionally
helpful, and Mohler's critique of open
theism is right on target. Mohler seems
to summarize the central theme of the
book's essays when he states: "Our task
is not to ensure that our doctrine of God
is culturally compelling, but that it is
biblically faithful" (p. 57).
Scripture and name indexes increase
the value of this work. However, this
reviewer would have preferred footnotes used instead of endnotes.
Although some acquisitions
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librarians may be loath to purchase a
book comprised mainly of articles
scattered throughout several issues of a
j ournal they already receive, most Bible
coiiege and seminary libraries should
have a copy of this title. Who Will Be
Saved? is an important resource for
patrons studying some of the major
errors that have been proposed concerning God's role in salvation.
A Confessing Theology for
Postmodern Times. Edited by Michael
Horton. Wheaton, IL: Crossway Book,
2000. 256 p.; ISBN: l-58134-1 02-4

Reviewed by Francisco Arriola, Bolin
Library for Pentecostal Research,
Southeastern College, Lakeland, FL.
This book, first in a series, is the
combined effort of scholars from
Lutheran, Episcopalian, Reformed, and
Baptist traditions who in the face of the
opposing trends of postrnodernism,
affirm and defend the place of confessional theology in the present-day
church. Though not explicitly stated, it
is clear that the perception that many
evangelicals are disowning their
Reformation heritage serves as the
backdrop of these essays. The book is
edited by Michael Horton (Ph.D.), vicepresident of the Alliance of Confessing
Evangelicals (http://www.aiiiance
net.org), an organization committed to
the recovery of Reformation principles.
The challenges faced by the church
in the postrnodern period focus on the
place of Scripture in the church, the
role of theological education, and
evangelicalism's lack of a coherent
center. Against a reader determined
application of scripture, there is a call
for understanding the overarching
"redemptive metanarrative" to serve as
a guide for the church to be the
mediating presence of God in the
world. Scripture must be viewed as
providing a foundational knowledge of
God not open to numerous subjective
interpretations.
The role of theological education is
called into by the egalitarian nature of
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evangelical churches, often marginalizing those with the expertise of a
seminary degree. The solution is seen
as a return to the Reformed principles of
education that affirms the hierarchical
character of theological education,
while calling for seminarians to shape
their ministry not in the seminary, but in
the churches.
Evangelicalism's lack of a coherent
theological center is precipitated by the
attempt to eschew the perceived
limitations of fundamentalism (e.g.
inerrancy; absolute sovereignty of
God), in order to build a consensus,
resulting in a movement without a
definitive core of beliefs open to the
whims of current influential trends.
Genuine evangelicalism must center on
the formal and material principles of
evangelical faith as establ ished by the
Reformers, which provides definitive
boundaries for the establishment of
fundamental truth.
There seems to be promising
opportunities for a confessional
theology. Hopeful signs are seen as the
recent translations of Lutheran primary
source documents, a reaffirmation of
the core doctrines of Lutheran theology, as well as the return of"confessing evangelicals" to their mainline
mother churches. Yale's " post-liberal"
narrative reading of the Bible is viewed
as an ally to confessional theology. Its
emphasis on interpreting the world
through the lenses of the Christian
story is commendable, though its
disregard of the historical context of the
Biblical testimony limits its usefulness.
While the book's main appeal w ill be
to those committed to the Reformation
tradition many of the essays provide
insights into issues that confront other
traditions-the integration of scripture
and theology, the need for biblical
"metanarrative" to guide the church
and the role of theological education in
the life of the church.
The Gospel to the Nations: Perspectives on Paul's Mission, Peter Bolt &
Mark Thompson. Downers Grove, IL:
InterVarsity; 2000. ISBN: 0830815570
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Reviewed by Francisco Arriola, Bolin
Library for Pentecostal Research,
Southeastern College, Lakeland, FL.
This collection of 25 essays on the
various dimensions and facets of the
Apostle Paul's missionary work are
written in honor of Peter T. O'Brien,
d istinguished evangelical Angl ican
scholar, missionary and author of
numerous works on the New Testament.
The essays are the combined efforts of
an illustrious group of New Testament
scholars, addressing the biblical
foundations of the Pauline mission, his
goals and activities, the direction of his
mission, and the relation ofPaul's
writings to contemporary thought.
The first three essays clearly
establish that Paul's mission was based
on the fulfillmentofthe biblical promises and prophecies of salvation for
both Jew and Gentile. The Abrahamic
promises as well as the prophecies of
universal salvation oflsaiah, and new
covenant prophecies of Jeremiah
served as the underlying motivation of
Paul's universal and international
mission.
The following essays provide
insight into a variety of issues related
to the Pauline mission. Addressed is the
role of Paul's mission in Acts as a
pattern for future missionaries, the
continuity of Pauline preaching with the
gospel story, the place of prayer in
Paul's letters, the role of suffering in
Paul's mission, maturity as the goal of
the Pauline mission, as well as the role
of women in the missionary effort. Of
interest are the essays on Paul's
reformulation of Stoic concepts in his
evangelistic efforts, and a comparison
of Platonic and Pauline concepts related
to God's wrath and judgment.
The place of the Paul ine writings in
the modem day theological task is the
subject of the final essays. There are
some who claim that Pauline theology,
when properly understood, is at odds
w ith a Chalcedonian Christology, which
affirms the divine incarnation in the
person of Jesus Christ. In response it is
argued that the overall witness of a

variety ofPauline texts clearly allow for
the inference that Christ was truly
human and truly God. The final essay
d iscusses whether Paul's writings
should be accepted as normative
revelation or as just the starting point
to the modem exploration of the truth of
the Christian gospel. The clear testimony of the Pauline corpus, which
affirms Paul's apostolic authority,
indicate that his letters are more than
just ancient theological writings, and
are to be considered as divine revelation for all time. The book is highly
recommended for all level of readers
and libraries.

Keep Growing: Thm the Ho-Hum Into a
Life-Changing Spiritual Journey, by
Poppy Smith. Minneapolis: Bethany,
2001. 218pp. $17.95 ISBN 0-7642-2399-2
(pbk).

Reviewed by Lindsay Van Sick/en,
Periodicals Librarian, Ouachita
Baptist University, Arkadelphia, AR.
Poppy Smith is an internationally
popular Bible study leader and author.
Keep Growing is her third book. She
was born in England and lived in Sri
Lanka, Singapore and Kenya where she
met her American physician husband.
She and her husband live in Portland,
Oregon.
Her very practical book is designed
for individual or small group Bible
study. At the conclusion of each
chapter, she's included a section
entitled "Daily Choices for the Growing
Heart." Some of her chapter titles are:
View life as an adventure; Count on
God's promises; Trust God In confusing situations; Consider conflict as an
opportunity to grow; and Tum fai lure
into a learning experience.
Though this book isn't particularly
scholarly, it serves a very valuable role
by taking a straightforward approach to
issues that people struggle with. It
would be a useful resource for someone
conducting a Bible study on women's
issues. 'li'
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